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Three complete novels. More than 200 five and four-star reviews. Almost 1,000 pages of
lighting-paced action.The first three stories in this highly acclaimed series. Harry Starke is no Jack
Reacher clone. Heâ€™s a force unto himself, but Reacher fans will love him. You won't be able to
put them down! Heâ€™s addictive. Really!Harry Starke - Book 1On a bitterly cold night in midwinter
a beautiful young woman throws herself off Chattanoogaâ€™s Walnut Street Bridge. Harry Starke
was there, on the bridge, and he want's to know why Tabitha Willard decided to kill herself. Was it
his fault?â€œâ€¦.she saw me, stopped running, put her hands to her mouth, looked desperately
around, then turned, ran to the rail, and started to climbâ€¦.â€•Tormented by guilt and the thought that
he might have caused the girlâ€™s death, Harry vows to find out why Tabitha killed herself and
plunges headlong into an investigation that involves a corrupt congressman, a beautiful United
States senator, a local crime boss, and a sadistic killer. It's a case that will push Harry to the
extremes of the law as he works his way through a web of deceit, extortion, high finance, corruption,
sex, and three murders. In the endâ€¦ well, as always, thereâ€™s a twist in the tale, several, in fact.
Two for the Money - Book 2Who Killed Tom Sattler? Who Stole $350 Million from New Vision
Strategic Investments?It's up to Harry Starke to Figure it outThe call came on a Tuesday evening in
the middle of August at around nine-thirty. It was from an old school friend that Harry Starke hadn't
heard from in almost five years, and he hadn't thought about him in almost as long. Tom Sattler
wanted to meet with Harry urgently, and it wouldn't wait until morning. When Harry arrived at
Sattler's luxury home less than an hour later, he found him dead, lying in a pool of blood, a single
gunshot wound to the head, and .22 revolver lying close to his hand.Suicide? If he was going to do
that, why the hell did he call me?The search for an answer to that question starts Harry on wide
ranging investigation that involves murder, corruption, organized crime, and deception.Hill House Book 3For more than ten years, she lay beneath the floorboards of Hill House. For more than ten
years, she waited. Who was she? Who put her there? Why? Harry Starke vows to find the answers
to those questions, but to do so he must embark upon an investigation that will put him and those
close to him in deadly danger, take him deep into the underground city, the Dark Web, murder,
organized crime, prostitution, and human trafficking. One by one, he peels back the layers, and with
each one he sinks a little deeper into the morass, the seamy underbelly of a world few people know
about, and even fewer want to be a part of. Hill House has many doors. None of them lead
anywhere but into darkness and despair.Scroll up and grab a copy today.
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Very well written--thoroughly enjoyable! This set once again proves you can write interesting and
action packed books without using vulgar language and explicit sex scenes to keep readers
engaged! Well done, Blair Howard, well done!!

I've been following Howard's Harry Starke since the beginning. I've bought, read, and enjoyed every
book in the series. Well, except for the new one, Gone, which I bought yesterday and haven't read
yet!Harry Starke isn't your ordinary detective. He's accustomed to living the good life, he's smooth,
sophisticated, appealing to women, yet with a touch of menace lurking below that urbane
exterior.There are also elements that seem common to others in the genre; Harry works well with
some police officers, but not with others. Different, but with similarities.Blair Howard has a notable
talent for describing scenes, but I believe that it's his flair for plotting that makes the series great.

I love this series! I am so excited to read the next ones. The Chattanooga setting is quite exciting
and the plots are well-developed. I've been reading Stone Barrington for months, and, honestly, I
like Harry much better. There are great underlying storylines in addition to each mystery. Thank you

for writing these and bringing these tales to life!

Blair goes in depth with his books. In book 1 . You have mystery, sex, extortion, corruption, and
murder. Then add the why. Tabitha commits suicide. Determined, he sets out to find out. Before the
end he has once again, uncovered a mystery that will make you wonder who, did it. Along with how
all other 3 murders tie in. Great read,Book 2 can be read alone, but the series is a great one .
Phone call, arriving too late, for a former classmate, that he hadn't seen in 5 years. Now laying in a
pool of blood. Once again this tough private investigator, wanting Justice. Full of deceit, intrigue and
betrayal. Another great read to the end.Book 3..Another phone call, to the vacant Hill House, that
was to be demolished. Led down to the basement, a passage that goes from one side of the house
to the other. With doorways, already you are again grab by this story. What and who is behind these
doors . Vows for answers, that turns deadly, into the crimes, prostitution and human trafficking that
went on. Wow, each story is better, and more gripping. A great read, and wth this box set you get 3
of his 7 in the series.

Just a short note, the Harry Starke series are becoming more energetic with each page you turn,
creating an intensified and mentally stimulating experience, thanks for the series and I wait for the
next great adventure. Great Read!

I'm so glad I found the Harry Starke books. Lots of drama, humor and intrigue. The characters come
to life in Blair Howard's wonderful story-telling style. Can't wait to read the next books in the series.

Thank you Blair Howard for giving us Harry Starke. Having finished the three book series, I can
hardly wait to get to the next one. Well written, superb character development and a nail biting plot
in each one. I'm in love with Harry. :)
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